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Abstract

We present results of 161 numerical simulations of impacts into 100-km diameter asteroids, examining debris trajectories to
the formation of bound satellite systems. Our simulations utilize a 3-dimensional smooth-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code to
impact between the colliding asteroids. The outcomes of the SPH models are handed off as the initial conditions forN-body simulations,
which follow the trajectories of the ejecta fragments to search for the formation of satellite systems. Our results show that ca
and large-scale cratering collisions create numerous fragments whose trajectories can be changed by particle–particle interact
the reaccretion of material onto the remaining target body. Some impact debris can enter into orbit around the remaining ta
which is a gravitationally reaccreted rubble pile, to form a SMAshed Target Satellite (SMATS). Numerous smaller fragments esc
largest remnant may have similar trajectories such that many become bound to one another, forming Escaping Ejecta Binaries (E
simulations so far seem to be able to produce satellite systems qualitatively similar to observed systems in the main asteroid be
that impacts of 34-km diameter projectiles striking at 3 km s−1 at impact angles of∼ 30◦ appear to be particularly efficient at produci
relatively large satellites around the largest remnant as well as large numbers of modest-size binaries among their escaping eject
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The main asteroid belt has long been recognized
“natural laboratory” for understanding diverse impact o
comes and on-going collisional evolution (e.g., Davis et
1979, 1985, 1989). The exciting discoveries of what is no
growing suite of main-belt asteroid satellites1 (Merline et al.,

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: durda@boulder.swri.edu (D.D. Durda).

1 A number of satellites have been discovered in the near-Earth as
(NEA) and Kuiper belt object (KBO) populations as well. However, sev
mechanisms other than direct, physical, 2-body collisions have bee
voked to explain their origin. NEA satellites are likely produced by tidal d
ruption after close approaches to the terrestrial planets (Bottke and Me
1996a, 1996b; Richardson et al., 1998) and the large KBO satellite
served to date appear to have formed in primordial times through va
dynamical mechanisms (Weidenschilling, 2002; Goldreich et al., 2002
nato et al., 2003). Note, however, that although Funato et al. (2003) in
0019-1035/$ – see front matter 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2003.09.017
,

2002a) have renewed interest in the diversity of collisio
mechanisms that may lead to the formation of small-b
satellites and binary pairs. Since collisions are the do
nant evolutionary process affecting asteroids, it is pla
ble that these satellites are by-products of cratering an
catastrophic disruption events.

Understanding how asteroid satellites form is import
because:

(1) they hold important clues to both the past and pre
collisional environment of the main asteroid belt;

(2) models of their formation may provide constraints on
ternal structures of asteroids beyond those possible
observations of satellite orbital properties alone;

3-body exchange reactions to form KBO binaries in the primordial Ku
belt, their mechanism invokes collisionally-formed binaries like those s
ied here as a starting condition.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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(3) they represent numerous small-scale potential ana
for the early, large impacts believed responsible for
formation of the Earth–Moon and Pluto–Charon s
tems.

Initial models for asteroid satellite formation have u
lized basic analytic arguments and simple numerical inv
tigations (see Weidenschilling et al., 1989; Merline et
2002a, for reviews). These studies have identified sev
collisional processes as plausible formation mechanis
these include:

(1) mutual capture following catastrophic disruption;
(2) rotational fission due to glancing impact and spin-up
(3) reaccretion in orbit of ejecta from large, non-ca

strophic impacts.

Here we present results from a systematic numerica
vestigation directed toward mapping out the parameter s
of the three collisional mechanisms described above. To
we have focused on mechanisms 1 and 3, and in this p
we present results on the ‘global’ statistical properties of
satellite systems formed in our numerical simulations (nu
ber of satellites per event, size of the largest satellite, etc
a subsequent paper we will discuss the statistical prope
of satellites formed in the individual simulations (distrib
tion of semimajor axes, eccentricities, etc.).

2. Numerical technique

Hartmann (1979) was probably the first to suggest
the complete fragmentation of a parent asteroid might re
in the ejection of some fragments with very similar velo
ties, resulting in mutual capture between ejected fragm
into gravitationally bound pairs. Durda (1996) conducte
first-look numerical study of this mechanism by perfor
ing three-dimensionalN -body integrations of fragments i
the initial stages of the expanding debris field resulting fr
the disruption of a parent asteroid. In that early model,
physics accounting for the impact event or fracturing was
cluded; the parent “asteroid” was instead empirically trea
as a strengthless rubble pile made up of spherical com
nents that were each assumed to be of infinite strength.
simulation began with a target body composed of a fragm
tation power-law size distribution of up to∼ 6000 spherica
fragments (the largest withD ≈ 63 km), all initially con-
tained within the volume of a 110-km diameter parent
teroid (the size of the parent object of the Koronis aste
family (Zappalà et al., 1984)). All fragments were launch
away from the target’s center according to mass-speed
tributions matching that observed for members of the
ronis family. Low-speed collisions between particles w
treated as partially elastic collisions, so that particles s
ply “bounced” off each other with reduced speeds. Fragm
trajectories were integrated for up to 72 h after the assu
r

disruption event and continuously monitored to search
the formation and dissolution of bound pairs.

The major findings of the Durda (1996) study were:

(1) bound asteroid pairs were produced in each of
dozens of simulations;

(2) < 10% of the original parent asteroid’s mass ended
in gravitationally bound pairs, either involving orbitin
or contact configurations;

(3) a variety of morphological types of bound pairs result
ranging from very large primaries with tiny satellit
(like Ida/Dactyl) to small binary pairs with equal-siz
components.

Dorissoundiram et al. (1997) reached very similar conc
sions in an independent study using a similarN -body model
with semiempirically derived initial conditions.

Here, we substantially improve upon these earlier mo
by taking advantage of state-of-the-art numerical tools
have not been applied in previous asteroid satellite forma
studies. These include:

(1) smooth-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) codes, wh
model the pressures, temperatures, and energie
asteroid–asteroid impacts;

(2) efficientN -body codes, which can track the trajector
of hundreds-of-thousands of individual collision fra
ments in an expedient manner.

Simulations using SPH codes are used to model imp
between colliding asteroids. When the impact simulati
are complete (crater formation/ejecta flow fields establis
with no further fragmentation/damage), the outcomes
the SPH models are handed off as the initial conditi
for N -body simulations, which follow the trajectories
the ejecta fragments for an extended time to search
the formation of bound satellite systems. This is ess
tially the same numerical scheme utilized by Michel et
(2001, 2002) to study the formation of asteroid famili
Note that these authors also found that satellites see
form naturally as a result of collisions and have also p
sented results on the number of satellites formed as a f
tion of different impact regimes.

Below, we briefly summarize the SPH andN -body simu-
lation techniques.

2.1. Smooth-particle hydrodynamic simulations

We modeled the initial stages of large impacts betw
two asteroids with the 3D SPH codeSPH3D (Benz and As-
phaug, 1995).SPH3D models shock propagation in elas
solids, utilizing a plastic yield criterion for intense deform
tion together with an explicit fracture and dynamic fragm
tation model acting on the principal tensile componen
the stress tensor during brittle deformation. The results
sented here are not sensitive to the parameters utilized i
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fragmentation model, as damage—the measure of the e
strength—is total, throughout both impacting bodies, by
end of these calculations. The fracture model does, how
affect the coupling of impact energy into the target, incl
ing the behavior of the back spall zone. We adopt frac
parameters appropriate for terrestrial basalt (see Aspha
al., 2003, for a table of these parameters). In future w
we intend to utilize fracture parameters derived from on
ing experiments into chondritic meteorites (e.g., Flynn
Durda, 2002; Durda et al., 2002), although we do not ex
the outcome to change significantly on that basis.

The equation of state model used is that of Tillots
(1962), which is based upon the linear relationship
tween shock speed and particle velocity (see Append
of Melosh, 1989, for a detailed description). While mo
sophisticated equations of state can be utilized, the Ti
son equation of state is well understood and gives exce
results in comparison to ejecta velocities derived from la
ratory impact experiments (Benz and Asphaug, 1994, 19

For objects of the size considered in this study (i
the disruption of 100 km-scale objects), explicit treatm
of gravity within the SPH code is not necessary since
time scale for shock propagation through the body and f
mentation is much shorter than the gravitational time s
(Asphaug, 1997). We do, however, incorporate gravitatio
self-compression of the target during the impact phase a
overburden stress that must be exceeded before fractur
initiate (Asphaug and Melosh, 1993). Generally speak
the use of a Courant-limited compressible hydrocode, w
the time step is governed by the inverse sound speed, is
hibitive for calculations of gravitational evolution of sma
bodies, whose escape speeds are a thousand times lowe
the sound speed.2 Thus, we use SPH only for the collisio
itself, and the evolution to a state where hydrodynamic fl
attains equilibrium and is only further modified by self gra
ity.

For modeling the largest remnant of a collision with SP
Benz and Asphaug (1995, 1999) found that∼ 40,000 par-
ticles was adequate. Canup and Asphaug (2001) atta
resolution convergence for the origin of Earth’s Moon,
SPH calculations, with a similar number of particles. O
requirements here are stricter, because we are also inter
not only in mass ejected but in pairing of ejecta to form sa
lite systems.

We ran a number of SPH simulations to determine
number of SPH particles that are needed to reach re
tion convergence, that is, so that modeled collision outco
(mass of largest fragment remnant, size distribution of
larger fragments, etc.) are not dependent on the numb
SPH particles used to describe the target and projectile

2 In large-scale collisions, (e.g., Canup and Asphaug, 2001), es
speed and sound speed are comparable so the Courant condition
restrictive to modeling dynamical evolution. Modeling the formation of
teroid satellites is in this sense more complex than modeling the form
of Earth’s Moon.
c

,

t

t

n

-

an

d

-

f
-

t

teroids. We ran four simulations of the impact of a 20
diameter projectile into a 100 km diameter target aste
at 5 km s−1, setting the physical parameters of each co
sion to be identical in each run, but with 50,000, 100,0
200,000, and 528,000 SPH particles comprising the tar
in each case. The number of particles in the impactor in e
case was chosen such that the particle number dens
the impactor was the same as in the target. We found
for targets with 100,000 or more particles the modeled c
sion outcomes matched each other sufficiently well tha
concluded that we achieved resolution convergence for f
ments a few to several kilometers in diameter. Note that
very smallest satellites generated in our models (particu
those consisting of only single SPH/N -body particles) are a
or near the resolution limit of our simulations; their prop
ties should not be considered particularly meaningful.

2.2. N -body simulations

Once the impact simulations are complete (crater for
tion/ejecta flow fields established with no further fragmen
tion/damage), the outcomes of the SPH models are ha
off as the initial conditions forN -body simulations, which
follow the trajectories of the ejecta fragments for suffici
time to search for the formation of bound satellite syste
To track the trajectories of collision fragments we use a m
ified version of the cosmologicalN -body codepkdgrav,
featured in Richardson et al., 2000, (also see Leinhar
al., 2000; Leinhardt and Richardson, 2002).pkdgrav is a
scalable, parallel tree code designed for ease of porta
and extensibility, and is arguably the fastest code avail
for this type of simulation. A unique feature of this code
the ability to rapidly detect and accurately treat low-sp
collisions between particles (with or without self-gravit
even at the extreme limits seen in dense granular media
as sandpiles. This allows for realistic modeling of the form
tion of rubble pile accumulations among ejected fragme

The tree component of the code provides a conven
means of consolidating forces exerted by distant partic
reducing the computational cost. The parallel compon
divides the work evenly among available processors,
justing the load each time step according to the amoun
work done in the previous force calculation. The code u
a straight-forward second-order leapfrog scheme for the
tegration and computes gravity moments from tree cell
hexadecapole order. Particles are considered to be fi
sized hard spheres and collisions are identified during
time step using a fast neighbor-search algorithm. Low-sp
collisions between debris fragments are treated as me
resulting in a new spherical particle of appropriate combi
mass and equivalent diameter.

TheN -body simulations are run, with time steps equa
10−5 in units of year/2π (i.e., ∼ 50 sec), to a time abou
4 days (i.e., 7000 time steps) after the impact, thus s
ulating only the initial formation of bound satellites. O
choice of 4 days ofN -body simulation time after impac
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was set by available CPU resources and limitations inhe
in the simulations due to the fact that irregular primary
teroid shapes are not preserved and mutual tidal interac
are not included. Longer-term dynamical evolution of in
vidual satellite systems may be examined in future stu
with a version ofpkdgrav that includes both these effect
Plots of the total number of satellites and the total num
of bound satellite systems as a function of time after imp
both show features that one would expect to see after a
ficient” amount of simulation run time (i.e., by 4 days af
impact):

(1) both are well-behaved, decreasing functions of time
(2) there are only relatively small fluctuations in the num

of satellites and satellite systems that one would ex
to see due to formation and dissolution of transient
naries.

We use a hierarchical 3D spatial tree code (companion;
Leinhardt and Richardson, in preparation) to search
bound pairs in the output. As with gravity tree codes, t
method reduces the search cost to orderN logN by con-
sidering only nearby particles, or members of more dis
particle groups with low relative bulk motion, as potent
companions. The search is parameterized by a standar
cell opening-angle criterion (e.g., Barnes and Hut, 1986)
default of 0.25 radian used incompanion is quite conser-
vative and is based on the assumption that searches w
conducted infrequently on a given data set. In principle v
distant companions could be missed, but thorough tes
shows that over 98% of binaries are found in most ca
Note that the current version ofcompanion only searches
for systems where the satellite is bound to one primar
is possible that catastrophic collisions could produce m
complex multiple systems where the satellite is bound
more than one primary—such systems would not be dete
by the current analysis.

2.3. ‘Handoff’ between SPH and N -body simulations

Converting theSPH3D output into input parameters fo
pkdgrav is a multi-step process. To make our simulatio
numerically feasible, some simplifications were made.

First, we had to account for the fact that the SPH ‘pa
cles’ are not really particles, but instead represent over
ping Gaussian distributions with fixed densities. When th
particles are converted into the hard-sphere particles util
in pkdgrav, they cannot maintain the same density or s
becausepkdgrav cannot account for mutual overlappin
particles. To overcome this problem, we modified the s
and volume of eachpkdgrav particle, ensuring that mas
is conserved. Thus, the initial size of eachpkdgrav parti-
cle is smaller than that in the SPH code, while their dens
are slightly higher.

Second, we assume that all collisions result in accret
reasonable for most of the particle relative speeds of inte
e

(less than tens of m s−1). When particles collide, we forc
them to merge into a single body. This approximation f
quently compels most of the particles in the target bod
merge into a single particle before the end of the simulat
We do this to avoid having to compute numerous collisi
between adjacent bodies that have essentially zero sp
When the merger events take place, we use conservati
mass and volume to reset the particles back to the sizes
densities they had back in the SPH code. Thus, an un
turbed target body started inpkdgravwill collapse slightly
onto itself (a by-product of using smaller particle sizes)
fore merging into a single particle and swelling back up
the diameter it had in the SPH code.

3. Results and discussion

To date we have run 161 SPH/N -body simulations of im-
pacts onto 100-km diameter target asteroids (Durda e
2003). The non-rotating targets are assumed to be sp
ical and are composed of solid basalt with a density
2.7 g cm−3 (yielding a target mass of 1.414× 1018 kg).
The spherical basalt impactors range in diameter from
to 46 km, impact speeds range from 2.5 to 7 km s−1, and im-
pact angles range from 15◦ to 75◦ (nearly head-on to ver
oblique) in 15◦ increments. We conducted some additio
simulations with larger impactors and intermediate imp
speeds and impact angles (e.g., 63-km diameter impac
impacts at speeds of 2.5 and 3.5 km s−1, and impact angle
of 25◦, 35◦, and 40◦). Initial conditions and results for a
161 simulations are summarized in Table 1.

Our scheme for setting up the SPH simulations with v
ious impact angles was to (1) pick an impact angle,θ ,
and then (2) position the center of the impactor a dista
R = Rtarg+ Rimp away from the center of the target, whe
Rx = R cos(θ), Ry = R sin(θ), andRz = 0. In practice, we
also added toR a small additional separation of 2 km
that the SPH particles in the target and impactor were
overlapping at the very first time step. The impact anglθ

is measured, at the target sphere’s surface, between th
pactor velocity vector (which is in the negativex direction in
all the simulations) and the line connecting the centers o
target and impactor, so thatθ = 0◦ corresponds to a head
on impact andθ = 90◦ is the end-member oblique impac
In the extreme case of a very large target and a very s
projectile, this definition becomes the same as is usually
sumed for half-plane impacts. Results from impact crate
experiments (Anderson et al., 2002) show that craters
symmetrical for oblique impacts, but not about the imp
point: the center of deposition of energy is shifted dow
range from the contact point. For oblique impacts betw
spheres, as in our simulations here, one might expec
characteristic of the impact to be shifted to a higher eff
tive impact angle than the angleθ that we have defined her

Our results show that energetic (i.e., catastrophic)
lisions create numerous fragments whose orbits can
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Table 1
Results of 161 SPH/N -body simulations

Impact Impact log(Mtarg/Mimp) Largest Mlr/Mtarg Number SMATS Number Number Largest Largest
speed angle remnant of equivalent of of EEB EEB
(km s−1) (deg) diameter SMATSa diameter EEB EEB primary secondary

(km) (km) primaries secondaries (km) (km)

2.5 30 1.4 72.37 0.3791 13(2) 5.54 693 946 22.33 12.14
3 15 1.0 14.89 0.0033 0 – 533 550 9.72 4.48
3 15 1.4 22.82 0.0119 18(2) 5.85 890 1148 22.31 7.49
3 15 1.8 71.67 0.3681 2(0) 2.71 823 931 16.62 9.21
3 15 2.2 90.80 0.7485 2(0) 2.71 362 388 11.32 4.12
3 15 2.6 97.41 0.9241 0 – 38 43 6.38 3.11
3 15 3.0 99.14 0.9742 0 – 13 13 6.77 2.71
3 25 1.4 49.43 0.1208 82(19) 11.77 1037 1297 19.84 13.04
3 30 1.0 12.49 0.0019 0 – 1156 1283 10.91 5.07
3 30 1.2 18.95 0.0068 22(7) 8.79 1455 1966 16.81 6.98
3 30 1.4 55.70 0.1728 92(17) 13.46 1070 1406 29.20 9.04
3 30 1.6 70.92 0.3568 6(3) 5.65 973 1215 16.20 7.66
3 30 1.8 82.31 0.5576 7(0) 4.12 666 834 14.49 7.61
3 30 2.2 94.08 0.8327 1(1) 3.11 193 211 9.62 3.11
3 30 2.6 97.76 0.9341 0 – 42 48 10.74 3.91
3 30 3.0 99.21 0.9765 0 – 8 8 2.71 2.15
3 35 1.4 63.96 0.2616 111(27) 17.13 1050 1346 21.57 6.91
3 45 1.0 66.09 0.2886 22(3) 6.30 608 817 21.98 8.29
3 45 1.4 81.82 0.5477 8(0) 4.31 393 531 19.11 12.74
3 45 1.8 91.50 0.7659 3(1) 4.48 236 256 11.89 5.19
3 45 2.2 95.88 0.8814 0 – 127 141 9.13 5.1
3 45 2.6 98.62 0.9591 0 – 20 22 6.98 6.38
3 45 3.0 99.48 0.9845 0 – 2 2 2.15 2.15
3.5 30 1.4 27.16 0.0200 47(9) 8.57 1252 1780 19.95 7.18
3 60 1.0 89.94 0.7274 0 – 228 265 14.03 6.84
3 60 1.4 94.20 0.8359 0 – 160 186 26.91 4.12
3 60 1.8 96.56 0.9003 0 – 73 84 12.12 4.64
3 60 2.2 98.44 0.9538 0 – 20 20 3.42 2.71
3 60 2.6 99.31 0.9793 0 – 2 2 2.15 2.15
3 60 3.0 99.71 0.9912 0 – 1 1 2.15 2.15
3 75 0.6 98.82 0.9650 0 – 23 25 6.21 2.71
3 75 1.0 99.39 0.9818 0 – 7 7 3.91 2.71
3 75 1.4 99.70 0.9910 0 – 8 26 26.76 5.07
3 75 1.8 99.76 0.9927 0 – 4 5 23.01 6.62
3 75 2.2 99.85 0.9955 0 – 4 4 4.48 2.15
3 75 2.6 99.92 0.9976 0 – 0 0 – –
3 75 3.0 99.95 0.9983 0 – 0 0 – –
4 15 1.0 8.62 0.0006 0 – 175 176 5.85 3.68
4 15 1.4 15.77 0.0039 1(0) 2.15 432 443 14.60 4.31
4 15 1.8 38.44 0.0568 42(9) 8.75 678 956 31.54 7.31
4 15 2.2 79.04 0.4937 6(0) 3.91 802 919 15.14 5.54
4 15 2.6 94.28 0.8381 1(0) 2.15 215 233 10.22 3.42
4 15 3.0 98.51 0.9560 0 – 14 14 3.11 2.15
4 30 1.0 8.19 0.0005 0 – 516 525 4.48 3.11
4 30 1.4 16.85 0.0048 7(0) 4.12 1235 1413 15.10 5.85
4 30 1.8 67.94 0.3136 5(1) 4.12 698 784 18.50 9.62
4 30 2.2 85.17 0.6178 7(1) 4.31 717 987 17.46 10.38
4 30 2.6 95.97 0.8837 0 – 130 138 8.84 6.46
4 30 3.0 98.75 0.9630 0 – 13 13 4.12 2.15
4 45 1.0 18.65 0.0065 22(5) 6.84 1632 2070 17.54 8.24
4 45 1.4 67.27 0.3044 14(3) 6.30 996 1246 20.43 10.32
4 45 1.8 84.26 0.5981 6(1) 4.31 632 801 16.75 7.99
4 45 2.2 93.46 0.8162 1(1) 2.71 286 307 8.43 4.12
4 45 2.6 97.71 0.9327 0 – 50 50 5.54 2.15
4 45 3.0 99.17 0.9752 0 – 12 12 3.68 2.15
4 60 1.0 88.09 0.6836 1(1) 2.71 309 367 13.70 7.99
4 60 1.4 93.28 0.8116 0 – 205 219 32.24 8.34
4 60 1.8 96.38 0.8952 0 – 106 109 8.71 4.93
4 60 2.2 98.19 0.9466 0 – 37 37 4.93 2.71

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Impact Impact log(Mtarg/Mimp) Largest Mlr/Mtarg Number SMATS Number Number Largest Largest
speed angle remnant of equivalent of of EEB EEB
(km s−1) (deg) diameter SMATSa diameter EEB EEB primary secondary

(km) (km) primaries secondaries (km) (km)

4 60 2.6 99.10 0.9732 0 – 6 6 3.42 2.15
4 60 3.0 99.62 0.9886 0 – 1 1 2.15 2.15
4 75 0.6 98.82 0.9651 0 – 19 22 10.07 2.71
4 75 1.0 99.36 0.9807 0 – 8 9 46.26 4.64
4 75 1.4 99.64 0.9892 0 – 6 11 32.57 11.05
4 75 1.8 99.80 0.9941 0 – 6 8 11.98 8.24
4 75 2.2 99.87 0.9960 0 – 3 3 15.29 3.91
4 75 2.6 99.92 0.9975 0 – 5 5 2.15 2.15
4 75 3.0 99.97 0.9989 0 – 2 2 2.15 2.15
5 15 1.0 7.61 0.0004 0 – 40 40 4.93 2.71
5 15 1.4 7.78 0.0005 0 – 181 184 7.05 4.64
5 15 1.8 24.98 0.0156 16(2) 5.75 608 707 24.35 9.40
5 15 2.2 71.52 0.3657 8(1) 5.19 548 645 15.47 7.83
5 15 2.6 86.16 0.6397 0 – 905 1168 22.08 6.69
5 15 3.0 97.76 0.9341 0 – 32 34 3.91 2.71
5 30 1.0 6.62 0.0003 0 – 163 163 3.42 2.71
5 30 1.4 11.89 0.0017 2(0) 2.71 630 671 10.13 3.91
5 30 1.8 49.89 0.1242 61(7) 9.58 720 982 27.51 12.41
5 30 2.2 78.31 0.4803 3(1) 4.48 686 745 13.39 4.64
5 30 2.6 91.71 0.7712 17(3) 6.69 561 669 14.41 4.64
5 30 3.0 98.35 0.9513 0 – 30 30 4.12 2.71
5 45 1.0 12.30 0.0019 0 – 1183 1238 10.48 5.31
5 45 1.4 51.01 0.1327 62(14) 11.91 1125 1374 20.70 10.10
5 45 1.8 75.47 0.4298 2(0) 2.7 836 990 21.49 6.30
5 45 2.2 88.59 0.6952 15(5) 5.85 543 684 14.67 7.11
5 45 2.6 96.13 0.8882 0 – 131 139 6.77 2.71
5 45 3.0 98.90 0.9672 0 – 13 13 3.68 2.15
5 60 1.0 82.94 0.5705 6(2) 4.31 631 764 17.49 11.45
5 60 1.4 90.10 0.7315 6(0) 3.91 386 448 14.24 4.93
5 60 1.8 95.01 0.8576 1(0) 2.15 170 182 8.57 3.11
5 60 2.2 97.69 0.9322 0 – 50 51 4.79 2.71
5 60 2.6 98.84 0.9654 0 – 6 6 3.11 2.15
5 60 3.0 99.54 0.9863 0 – 2 2 2.15 2.15
5 75 1.0 99.39 0.9818 0 – 6 32 43.94 5.07
5 75 1.4 99.73 0.9919 0 – 1 1 4.31 2.15
5 75 1.8 99.84 0.9951 0 – 6 6 22.15 3.11
5 75 2.2 99.88 0.9963 0 – 12 15 12.82 2.71
5 75 2.6 99.91 0.9973 0 – 1 1 2.15 2.15
5 75 3.0 99.96 0.9986 0 – 1 1 2.15 2.15
6 15 1.0 6.54 0.0003 0 – 13 13 2.71 2.15
6 15 1.4 7.94 0.0005 0 – 84 84 4.64 2.71
6 15 1.8 21.30 0.0097 6(2) 5.31 276 336 18.06 6.91
6 15 2.2 65.49 0.2809 0 – 512 638 16.02 9.55
6 15 2.6 82.75 0.5665 2(0) 2.71 606 629 6.84 3.42
6 15 3.0 95.73 0.8771 0 – 202 215 3.68 2.71
6 30 1.0 7.05 0.0003 0 – 70 70 3.42 3.11
6 30 1.4 9.13 0.0008 0 – 265 268 8.34 3.11
6 30 1.8 27.62 0.0211 55(17) 10.13 781 969 21.07 10.83
6 30 2.2 73.36 0.3948 8(2) 4.79 478 542 20.08 5.65
6 30 2.6 85.70 0.6294 0 – 885 1099 12.54 6.38
6 30 3.0 97.20 0.9183 0 – 115 119 4.79 2.71
6 45 1.0 10.39 0.0011 1(0) 2.15 550 565 9.58 4.12
6 45 1.4 27.46 0.0207 13(4) 5.54 1106 1343 22.23 7.66
6 45 1.8 66.64 0.2959 39(14) 10.32 665 823 22.82 8.14
6 45 2.2 83.03 0.5723 2(0) 2.71 808 934 19.99 6.84
6 45 2.6 93.56 0.8188 4(0) 3.42 369 440 9.40 3.91
6 45 3.0 98.45 0.9543 0 – 37 37 3.42 2.15
6 60 1.0 76.61 0.4496 6(0) 3.91 851 961 39.49 9.55
6 60 1.4 86.58 0.6490 7(2) 4.48 672 770 15.86 5.54
6 60 1.8 93.03 0.8050 0 – 312 356 10.89 4.12

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Impact Impact log(Mtarg/Mimp) Largest Mlr/Mtarg Number SMATS Number Number Largest Larges
speed angle remnant of equivalent of of EEB EEB
(km s−1) (deg) diameter SMATSa diameter EEB EEB primary seconda

(km) (km) primaries secondaries (km) (km)

6 60 2.2 96.94 0.9110 0 – 101 105 7.55 3.11
6 60 2.6 98.72 0.9621 0 – 17 18 4.12 2.15
6 60 3.0 99.45 0.9835 0 – 3 3 3.11 2.15
6 75 1.0 99.44 0.9831 0 – 11 34 46.03 3.42
6 75 1.4 99.70 0.9909 0 – 11 28 31.05 7.49
6 75 1.8 99.82 0.9944 0 – 3 3 23.48 2.71
6 75 2.2 99.86 0.9957 0 – 27 29 7.48 3.42
6 75 2.6 99.90 0.9971 0 – 2 2 2.15 2.15
6 75 3.0 99.95 0.9983 0 – 0 0 – –
7 15 1.4 6.77 0.0003 0 – 41 41 3.91 2.15
7 15 1.8 17.64 0.0055 3(1) 3.68 151 158 15.41 3.68
7 15 2.2 58.53 0.2005 3(0) 3.11 526 679 16.44 9.44
7 15 2.6 79.75 0.5071 0 – 475 494 7.99 4.64
7 15 3.0 89.95 0.7276 48(8) 8.66 628 1083 33.62 5.94
7 30 1.0 6.84 0.0003 0 – 24 24 4.12 2.15
7 30 1.4 10.80 0.0013 1(0) 2.15 81 81 4.64 3.42
7 30 1.8 17.73 0.0056 6(3) 4.93 515 588 17.46 6.30
7 30 2.2 65.22 0.2774 5(3) 5.19 554 655 19.65 8.14
7 30 2.6 82.44 0.5603 1(0) 2.15 653 675 9.44 4.48
7 30 3.0 94.58 0.8459 6(0) 3.9 392 435 4.31 3.42
7 40 2.6 85.80 0.6316 1(0) 2.15 844 1035 11.82 6.77
7 45 1.0 9.86 0.0010 2(0) 2.71 299 306 6.54 3.91
7 45 1.4 19.19 0.0071 3(0) 3.11 724 831 17.27 4.79
7 45 1.8 58.82 0.2035 11(2) 5.07 741 910 21.28 6.13
7 45 2.2 78.53 0.4843 0 – 599 675 18.33 7.66
7 45 2.4 84.02 0.5930 1(0) 2.15 768 854 17.39 4.12
7 45 2.6 88.71 0.6981 119(14) 11.21 632 974 13.59 8.62
7 45 2.8 94.50 0.8438 1(0) 2.15 327 378 6.30 3.42
7 45 3.0 97.51 0.9272 0 – 103 107 3.68 3.11
7 50 2.6 93.21 0.8098 10(1) 4.79 405 452 12.43 4.64
7 60 1.0 70.54 0.3510 5(0) 3.6 782 947 39.19 6.98
7 60 1.4 82.04 0.5520 4(1) 3.91 846 994 17.49 6.04
7 60 1.8 90.22 0.7343 0 – 545 648 14.41 6.30
7 60 2.2 95.32 0.8659 1(0) 2.15 223 231 7.18 3.11
7 60 2.6 98.38 0.9522 0 – 36 37 3.42 2.71
7 60 3.0 99.32 0.9796 0 – 4 4 2.15 2.15
7 75 1.0 99.43 0.9829 0 – 18 62 35.14 5.19
7 75 1.4 99.68 0.9905 0 – 2 14 30.68 3.42
7 75 1.8 99.82 0.9945 0 – 2 2 2.15 2.15
7 75 2.2 99.85 0.9955 0 – 26 28 6.76 2.15
7 75 2.6 99.92 0.9975 0 – 1 1 2.15 2.15
7 75 3.0 99.94 0.9980 0 – 0 0 – –

a The total number of all SMATS particles is listed first, followed by the number of SMATS particles larger than the single-particle resolution
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�V of material reaccreting onto the remaining target bo
Together, these effects allow some impact debris to e
into orbit around the remaining target body, which is a gr
itationally reaccreted rubble pile.3 We refer to this type o
satellite as a SMATS (SMAshed Target Satellite). We a

3 Strictly speaking, the resulting largest remnants generated in our
ulations are not rubble piles, since we impose particle merging during
gravitational reaccumulation phase. Conceptually, however, the larges
nants are bodies that have been completely shattered and reasse
a special case of a gravitational aggregate fitting one definition of a
ble pile (see Richardson et al., 2002, for a review).
-
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find that numerous smaller fragments escaping the im
site have similar trajectories, such that many become bo
to one another. We refer to this type of satellite as an E
(Escaping Ejecta Binary). Figure 1 illustrates these two ty
of satellite systems.

3.1. SMATS

Since most SMATS debris will eventually either rea
crete onto the primary or accrete with other SMATS de
while in orbit, the total number (mass) of SMATS partic
remaining in orbit about the largest remnant at the en
our 4-dayN -body simulations may be crudely related to
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that ent
Fig. 1. Two classes of satellites resulting from large impacts between asteroids. SMAshed Target Satellites (SMATS) form from impact debrisers
into orbit around the remaining target body, which is a gravitationally reaccreted rubble pile. Escaping Ejecta Binaries (EEBs) result when smallerfragments
escaping the impact site have similar trajectories, such that they become gravitationally bound to one another.
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Fig. 2. Key to symbol colors and sizes for Figs. 3–6. Dot colors are co
according to impactor speed and dot sizes are coded according to imp
diameter.

eventual size of the single SMATS satellite that will like
remain in orbit about the largest remnant. To be con
vative, we exclude from our analysis those particles w
periapsis less than 2Rlr (particles very near an irregularly
shaped primary may be likely to reimpact the primary a
our model does not account for irregularly-shaped primar
see Scheeres et al. (2002) for a more detailed discuss
and particles that pass beyond the Hill sphere of the lar
remnant, assuming a heliocentric distance of 3 AU (satel
that approach a primary’s Hill sphere are probably unsta
Hamilton and Krivov, 1997). Figure 3 shows the result
equivalent SMATS diameters as a function of the diam
of the largest remnant (a key to symbol colors and s
is shown in Fig. 2). In this figure, sub-catastrophic (l
energy) impacts are represented to the far right and su
catastrophic (high energy) to the far left. It appears that
r

,

-

Fig. 3. Equivalent SMATS diameter versus the diameter of the largest
nant.

largest SMATS are formed around the largest remnant
moderately catastrophic impacts, in which the mass of
largest remnant is less than half that of the original
get. For our 100-km diameter targets this translates to th
largest remnant diameters of∼ 80 km or less. The thre
large blue dots near the peak in equivalent SMATS dia
eter in Fig. 3 represent impacts of 34-km diameter pro
tiles at 3 km s−1 at impact angles of 25◦–35◦. Such impacts
appear very efficient at producing relatively large satell
around the largest remnant. We find that for a given va
of Mlr/Mtarg similar numbers of SMATS are produced ind
pendent of impact angle, at least up through 45◦ and possibly
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up through 60◦. No SMATS were produced in any of th
simulations with impact angles of 75◦, all of which resulted
in very large values ofMlr/Mtarg (well over 0.9). In these
highly oblique impacts the top of the target asteroid is s
ply “shaved off,” the target is not disrupted, and little if a
debris remains in stable orbit around the remnant.

At lower impact energies the events are essentially la
cratering impacts and most ejected material either acc
into a small satellite or eventually reaccretes onto our sp
ical remnants, leaving little orbiting material. Figure 4 sho
the primary-to-secondary diameter ratio of the SMATS s
tems resulting from our simulations. The right portion of
figure, for largest remnants larger than about 80 km in di
eter, represents the results of large cratering events. A
toward larger diameter ratios (smaller satellites) for sma
scale impacts is evident. For comparison, the Ida–Da
system has a primary to secondary diameter ratio of∼ 22.
The shaded portion of Fig. 4 indicates those diameter ra
(greater than∼ 25) that are beyond the detection capabilit
of existing ground-based adaptive optics search program
separations typical of SMATS (e.g., Merline et al., 2002
The significant number of SMATS systems resulting fr
cratering impacts (see also Durda and Geissler, 1996) th
to the right and above this limit, and because there are m
more cratering collisions than catastrophic collisions (
cause of the steep size distribution of impactors), sugg
that a large number of Ida–Dactyl-like satellite systems
main undetected in the main asteroid belt. It should be no
however, that the smallest satellites at the upper right po
of Fig. 4 are near or at the SPH resolution limits of our s
ulations, so details in that portion of the figure should
treated with appropriate caution.

At very high impact energies targets are severely
rupted, resulting in small largest remnant sizes and
bound debris.

Fig. 4. Primary-to-secondary diameter ratio of SMATS systems versu
diameter of the largest remnant. The shaded region indicates the c
observational limits for typical SMATS systems, namely main-belt co
panions separated by about 0.5 arcsec. Recently, however, a SMATS s
has been detected having a brightness difference of 8.5 magnitudes (d
ter ratio about 50), but at larger separations (see Merline et al., 2003b
s

r

,

t

-

3.2. EEBs

Figure 5 shows the number of EEBs as a function of
diameter of the largest remnant. As was true for SMATS
appears that most EEBs result from moderately catastro
impacts, although many are also produced by the hig
disruptive impacts resulting from large projectiles strik
at or below the average main-belt mutual impact spee
∼ 5 km s−1. Other large impactors striking at higher spee
evidently eject collision debris so energetically that few
caping fragments can remain bound to each other. The
large blue dots near the peak in the number of EEBs in F
are the same three near the peak in the diameter of SM
in Fig. 3. Such large-scale, low-speed, slightly off-center
pacts appear very efficient at producing large number
modest-size binaries among their escaping ejecta in add
to large SMATS.

Since the diameter of the largest remnant is related to
total disruptive energy imparted to the original target, Fig
can be recast in terms of the impactor kinetic energy (Fig
Looking at the simulation results grouped by impact an
(the 5 panels of Fig. 6), some interesting trends are r
ily apparent. The number of EEB primaries appears to
rather well-defined function of the impactor kinetic ene
and impact angle, with little scatter around the general tr
for all but the most oblique impacts. For all impact ang
few EEBs are produced at the lowest impactor kinetic
ergies, as might be expected: such collisions result in l
more than large cratering events and little material esc
the target asteroid. As impactor kinetic energy increa
more energy is available to fragment the target and eject
nificant numbers of debris fragments on escaping traje
ries, so more EEB systems are produced. For impact an
less than about 45◦, there appears to be an optimal amo
of impactor kinetic energy (∼ 1023–1024 J, corresponding to
a specific impact energy of∼ 7 × 104–7× 105 J kg−1) to
produce the largest number of EEB systems. Note again
the largest numbers of EEBs are formed by large-scale,

Fig. 5. Number of EEB primaries versus the diameter of the largest rem
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Fig. 6. (a) Number of EEB primaries versus impactor kinetic energy for those simulations with an impact angle of 15◦. In order to ‘normalize’ the energy
imparted to the target by an oblique impact relative to that imparted by a normal-incidence impact, we multiply the impactor kinetic energy by thene of
the impact angle. (b) Same as (a), but for those simulations with an impact angle of 30◦. (c) Same as (a), but for those simulations with an impact ang
45◦ . (d) Same as (a), but for those simulations with an impact angle of 60◦. (e) Same as (a), but for those simulations with an impact angle of 75◦.
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speed impacts with impact angles near 30◦. At still higher
impact energies, the number of EEBs decreases, sugge
that the targets are so violently shattered and dispersed
few debris fragments can remain bound to each other to f
stable orbiting pairs. For impact angles larger than ab
45◦, no such decrease in the number of EEBs is obse
for the highest impact energies. At these more oblique
g
t

pact angles the impactor kinetic energy is not as stron
coupled into the target, resulting in less target disrupt
Also, significant numbers of debris fragments are ‘spra
off’ the target in something like a collimated ‘jet,’ rath
than being dispersed with high energy in all directions,
that large numbers of EEB systems are still able to form
the most oblique impacts, the well-defined functional dep
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dence of the number of EEBs with impactor kinetic ene
breaks down. Little material is removed from the target
fewer EEBs are produced overall.

3.3. An in-depth look at a single simulation outcome

Our numerical procedure yields a wealth of data for e
test case, perhaps more than can be easily communica
a single paper. For that reason, we concentrate in this
tion on the results from a single simulation that gener
both SMATS and EEBs, as an example of the informa
that remains to be mined from the simulation data set.
chose to examine here the simulation of a 34-km diam
impactor striking a 100-km diameter target at 3 km s−1 at
an impact angle of 30◦ (i.e., the most efficient SMATS- an
EEB-forming scenario; see the peak in Fig. 6b). In te
of the parameters shown in Table 1, log(Mtarg/Mimp) = 1.4.
The largest remnant left over from the collision has a dia
eter of 55.7 km and a mass of 2.44× 1017 kg.

After 4 days of post-impact simulation time, we fou
92 SMATS attained stable orbits. The semimajor axis
orbital eccentricity distributions of these bodies around
largest remnant are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. To be cons
tive, particles with a periapse distance smaller than twice
radius of the largest remnant are assumed to be unstabl
are not plotted, though our integration routines continu
track their behavior in the simulation.

Nearly half (∼ 43%) of the SMATS in this run have sem
major axes (Fig. 7) less than∼ 20 times the radius of th
largest remnant,Rlr , and most of those have semimajor ax
in the range∼ 4–7Rlr , consistent with the observed sem
major axesa of observed satellite systems in the main b
A small fraction of SMATS have significantly largera val-
ues, with one particular SMATS nearly reaching the brink
the largest remnant’s Hill sphere. Most SMATS are on hig
eccentric orbits, with many havinge > 0.8. Because the or
bits of most SMATS cross one another, we expect them

Fig. 7. Distribution of semimajor axes for the SMATS particles formed
the case of a 34-km diameter impactor striking a 100-km diameter targ
3 km s−1 at an impact angle of 30◦ . Four SMATS particles lie off scale t
the right, with semimajor axes of 6245, 6467, 6652, and 12,744 km.
n
-

-

d

Fig. 8. Distribution of orbital eccentricities for the SMATS particles form
in the case of a 34-km diameter impactor striking a 100-km diameter t
at 3 km s−1 at an impact angle of 30◦ .

eventually collide with one another and accrete into a sin
large SMATS orbiting close to the primary (i.e.,a < several
Rlr ). In this particular case, the diameter of the result
SMATS would be 13.46 km, such that the ratio of the dia
eter of the largest remnant (i.e., the primary) to the resul
SMATS (i.e., the secondary) is∼ 4. Note that we do no
model the further dynamical evolution of these particles
cause:

(i) the largest remnant in each run is defined to be a sph
such that our models would miss gravitational pertur
tions produced by realistic asteroid shapes;

(ii) our code does not currently include the effects of m
tual tidal forces;

(iii) the code has not yet been optimized for this task.

We save this interesting problem for future work.
The same simulation produced 1070 EEBs. Many

these EEB systems involve more than two particles; we
there are 1406 secondaries after 4 days of post-impact s
lation time, down from∼ 1600 immediately after the brea
up event. About half of the EEB systems consist of eq
size components at the resolution limit of the simulatio
The rest are systems with secondary-to-primary mass
less than 1 (Fig. 9). For this run, the diameter of the larg
EEB primary is 29.2 km and the diameter of the largest E
secondary (which in this case was not orbiting the larg
primary) is 9.04 km. These values are approaching the sm
size primaries in wide binaries recently found in the m
belt (see Section 3.4).

The distribution of the semimajor axes of the secondar
orbits with respect to the primaries for the EEBs is sho
in Fig. 10. We find that the average EEB semimajor a
is ∼ 80 km after 4 days of simulation time, very simil
to the average value found immediately after the imp
Some EEBs, however, have much more extended orbits.
ure 11 shows the orbital eccentricity distribution (again
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Fig. 9. Secondary-to-primary mass ratio for the EEBs formed in the ca
a 34-km diameter impactor striking a 100-km diameter target at 3 km−1

at an impact angle of 30◦. Not plotted are 633 EEBs with secondar
to-primary mass ratio equal to 1 (i.e., individual particles orbiting other
dividual particles at the resolution limit of the simulation).

Fig. 10. Distribution of semimajor axes for the EEBs formed in the cas
a 34-km diameter impactor striking a 100-km diameter target at 3 km−1

at an impact angle of 30◦.

Fig. 11. Distribution of orbital eccentricities for the EEBs formed in the c
of a 34-km diameter impactor striking a 100-km diameter target at 3 km−1

at an impact angle of 30◦.
the secondaries’ orbits with respect to the primaries) of
EEBs, which peaks neare ≈ 0.85 and has an average val
of ∼ 0.6. Note that all these values should be treated w
some caution, given that our EEB primaries and seconda
are modeled as simple spherical bodies that do not pro
tidal forces, which will tend to alter their initial orbits.

Durda (1996) presented results from a simple empir
model that suggested that EEB-like binary pairs might o
inate as radially-oriented particles within the original tar
body, although it was pointed out that this might be an a
fact of the simple model. Dorissoundiram et al. (1997) c
ducted similar modeling with a more sophisticated, thou
still largely empirical, model of the initial fragment ejectio
velocities and did not see such an effect. Our new model
low us to map out, for both SMATS and EEBs separat
the distribution within the target asteroid of the original
cations of those SPH particles which eventually end up
bound satellite systems (Fig. 12). Although the individ
components of specific EEB pairs are not highlighted h
we see no generally apparent radial orientation of EEB
ticles within the target, suggesting that the radial alignm
noted in Durda (1996) was indeed likely a model artifa
As might be expected, few if any particles from near the
pact site in the upper right portion of the plotted target
found to have ended up in bound satellite systems—mat
from this region was either vaporized or ejected at rela
speeds so great as to preclude mutual capture into b
pairs. A few EEB particles originated in the impactor; t
end of the SPH simulation for this case shows some ap
ently intact fragments from the rear of the impactor mov
away to the upper left.

3.4. Comparison with observed main-belt satellite systems

Work by Weidenschilling et al. (1989), and updated
Merline et al. (2002a), indicates that there should be
servable characteristic differences between satellite sys
formed by the SMATS vs. the EEBs mechanisms. Spe
cally, based on theoretical energetics and angular mome
arguments, SMATS would be expected to show large size
tios and have small orbital separations, while EEBs sho
have less bias toward large size ratios and could be for
much further from the primary.

Until recently, most main-belt satellite systems (90 A
tiope being an exception; Merline et al., 2000) had s
ilar size ratios (about 10–25), and similar orbital sepa
tions (in terms of primary radii, roughly 10) (Merline et a
2002a). But two recently-discovered binaries are differ
They show size ratios of 3–4 and have orbital separation
at least 23Rp in one case and 100Rp in another (Merline e
al., 2002b; Merline et al., 2003a).

According to Weidenschilling et al.’s (1989) estimat
the timescale for tidal evolution of these two new syste
from close-in orbits originating from a SMATS impact,
their present wide orbits, would be far longer than any r
sonable age. Thus, it is likely that these new systems, (3
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Fig. 12. The locations within the target body (in the case of a 34-km diameter impactor striking a 100-km diameter target at 3 km s−1 at an impact angle
of 30◦) from which those SPH particles that end up in satellite pairs originated. Those particles not ending up in bound satellite systems are sho
particles ending up as SMATS are shown in yellow; particles ending up as EEBs are shown in red. This is a ‘transparent’ view through the target looong
thez-axis: the large concentration of EEB particles near the central region of the target in this view indeed lie largely near the core of the target ann an
outer ‘shell’ surrounding the core.
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Balam and (1509) Esclangona, are likely the first obse
examples of binaries produced by the EEB mechanism (M
line et al., 2002b).

The numerical simulations described here can prod
satellite systems wholly consistent with those observe
the main belt. Size ratios of SMATS (Fig. 4) in the ran
10–25 are common, while EEBs (Fig. 9) are clearly m
biased toward smaller size ratios than the SMATS (i.e.,
components are more similar in size).

3.5. The frequency of SMATS-forming impacts

One of the interesting implications from our work
that many different kinds of collisions produce SMATS a
EEBs. Using our numerical results, we can compute the
quency of satellite-forming events in the current main b
and compare those results with data from asteroid sat
surveys. We start our analysis by examining the freque
of SMATS-forming impacts. Merline et al. (2001), after
survey of 300 main belt asteroids, reported that 5 aster
with D > 140 km had relatively large satellites (i.e., a f
tens of kilometers in diameter). One of these SMATS, (
Antiope, is apparently associated with the catastrophic
ruption of the Themis parent body. The remaining SMAT
(22) Kalliope, (45) Eugenia, (87) Sylvia, and (762) P
cova, have primary-to-secondary diameter ratios sm
than 25. Detection limits of present ground-based adap
optics searches limits the discovery of SMATS to prima
to-secondary diameter ratios smaller than 25 (e.g., Me
et al., 2002a).

None of the primaries described above other than
Antiope and possibly (87) Sylvia are associated with
prominent concentration of asteroids that could be con
ered an asteroid family (D. Nesvorný, 2003, personal c
munication). Nesvorný’s search was performed on a pro
element database containing approximately 70,000 m
belt asteroids (Milani and Knežević, 1994; Kneževíc et al.,
2002). We point out that this proper element database
large enough to uncover the Karin cluster, a cluster of
teroids produced by the breakup of a∼ 25-km diameter
asteroid 5.8 Myr ago (Nesvorný et al., 2002), and sev
additional asteroid clusters that are also believed to be
products of recent disruption events (Nesvorný et al., 20
Thus, if the SMATS formation scenario described by t
paper is correct, and if the SMATS associated with (
Kalliope, (45) Eugenia, (87) Sylvia, and (762) Pulcova w
not produced in some primordial epoch, the non-fam
SMATS must have been produced by non-catastrophic c
sions.

Based on this hypothesis, we can compute the rat
SMATS-forming events by non-catastrophic collisions in
present-day main belt. The equation to compute this valu

Rate= Pi · (Dtarg/2)2 · N(Dmin < D < Dmax)

· Prob(θ) · Prob(V ).

The valuePi = 2.85 × 10−18 km−2 yr−1, the intrinsic
collision probability of asteroids striking other asteroids
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the main belt (Farinella and Davis, 1992; Bottke et al., 199
We chooseDtarg = 140 km, the diameter of the smalle
SMATS primaries observed to date. The number of availa
impactors over a given size range,N(Dmin < D < Dmax),
can be found from the values reported by Jedicke and M
calfe (1998) (see also Durda et al., 1998; Jedicke et
2002). The size range chosen in our model is given
the log(Mtarg/Mimp) spacing listed in Table 1. The valu
Prob(θ) is the probability that an asteroid will strike the ta
get at a given impact angleθ (see Section 3); this probabilit
is represented by a sin2(θ) function (Shoemaker, 1962). Th
value Prob(V ) is the probability that our projectile will strik
our target asteroid at a given impact speedV . Using the im-
pact speed distribution reported in Bottke et al. (1994),
find that

Prob
(
V < 3.5 km s−1) = 0.25,

Prob
(
3.5< V < 4.5 km s−1) = 0.18,

Prob
(
4.5< V < 5.5 km s−1) = 0.17,

Prob
(
5.5< V < 6.5 km s−1) = 0.14, and

Prob
(
V > 6.5 km s−1) = 0.26.

Putting these values together, we find that the freque
of SMATS-forming events by non-catastrophic collisions
the present-day main belt is 1.73×10−11 yr−1, where we in-
clude all collisions where the diameter of the largest remn
is 80% the diameter of the original body (i.e., a bare
catastrophic disruption), to 8.8 × 10−12 yr−1, where we
include all collisions where the diameter of the largest re
nant is 90% the diameter of the original body (i.e., s
catastrophic disruption). If we assume that the main
has not changed a great deal over the last 4 Gyr, and
the number ofD > 140 km targets today (94) is rough
the same number that existed 4 Gyr ago, we expect t
production rates to produce 3–6 SMATS. These results
pear to be an excellent match with the 4 non-family SMA
found to date. They also give us increased confidence
our numerical technique, despite its many approximatio
is producing reasonable results.

An interesting aspect of our results is that the num
of SMATS orbitingD > 140 km asteroids appears cons
tent with normal collisional evolution over the last 4 G
Recent work has shown, however, that collisions in the
mordial main belt (i.e., from 4.56 to possibly 4.4 Gyr ag
were much more numerous than in today’s main belt (B
tke et al., 2003). Assuming that collisional outcomes in
primordial main belt were similar to those occurring tod
Bottke et al.’s (2003) results imply that many large as
oids should have SMATS. This raises the question: W
happened to all of the putative SMATS? One possibility
that SMATS collisional disruption events in the primord
main belt dominated SMATS formation events. If true, p
haps SMATS can only survive in a more quiescent, low-m
main belt. Another possibility is that the dynamical exci
tion event that removed 99% of the bodies from the prim
t

t

dial main belt (e.g., Petit, 2001, 2002) also stripped m
primaries of their SMATS. Hence, SMATS formed in t
primordial epoch were “erased” by the dynamical excitat
event, leaving behind a tabula rosa where non-catastro
collisions could leave their mark over the last 4.4–4.5 Gy
Solar System history. If true, the paucity of SMATS fou
around large asteroids today provide strong constraint
the nature of the mechanisms that caused the dynamica
citation event some 4.4–4.5 Gyr ago.
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